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In this paper we consider Cherry Vector Fields on the torus with exactly two 
singularities: one sink and one saddle, and we prove that the stable manifold of the 
sink has full Lebesgue measure, whenever the divergence of the vector field at the 
saddle is less than or equal to zero. This result follows from a result dealing with 
monotone circle mappings which are constant on an interval. 0 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
Let us consider the generic class of C” vector fields on the torus T2, 
whose singularities and closed orbits are hyperbolic. Let Ws be the union 
of the stable manifolds of the attracting singularities and closed orbits, and 
let W” be the union of the unstable manifolds of the repelling ones. 
Interesting and difficult questions are to determine how big the sets W’, 
W”, W” u W” are in the topological sense (density) and in the metric sense 
(Lebesgue measure). More precisely, 
Problems. (a) Is W” (W”, W” u W”) dense in T2? 
(b) Is W” ( W”, W” u W”) a set of full Lebesgue measure in T*? 
(See C51.1 
The motivations for both problems are very clear: small errors in the 
initial data cannot be detected in the future for initial data (points) in W”, 
and in the past for initial data in W”. 
The answer for both problems is clearly yes if the vector field is 
structurally stable. 
Recall that an orbit of a vector field is o-recurrent (a-recurrent) if it is 
contained in its o-limit (a-limit) set. Singularities and closed orbits are 
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either w-recurrent or a-recurrent. An orbit is called a trivial recurrence if it 
is a singularity or a closed orbit. 
When a vector field on T2 has singularities or closed orbits, its 
singularities and closed orbits are all hyperbolic, and its recurrences are all 
trivial, then the problems above are quite obvious, as one can easily check. 
However, for vector fields with nontrivial recurrences very little is already 
known. Cherry Vector Fields are typical examples of such a situation. 
A vector field X on the torus T2 is called a Cherry Vector Field if X has 
singularities and nontrivial recurrences, the singularities of X are all hyper 
bolic, and X has no closed orbits. 
If the singularities of a Cherry Vector Field are only sinks and saddles 
(sources and saddles) and the sign of its divergence at the saddles is 
constant, then W” (W”) is dense in T* [3, 51. 
If the singularities of a Cherry Vector Field are only sinks and saddles, 
and the divergence of the vector field at each saddle is greater than or equal 
to zero, then W” has full Lebesgue measure in T*. A similar result holds 
changing sinks by sources and the sign of the divergence at the saddles 151. 
Nothing is known about the above problems if the Cherry Vector Field 
has at least one sink and one source, or if the sign of its divergence at the 
saddles is not constant. 
The main result of this paper is the following 
THEOREM. If a Cherry Vector Field on the torus has exactly two 
singularities, one sink and one saddle, and its divergence at the saddle is less 
than or equal to zero, then the stable manifold of its sink has full Lebesgue 
measure. 
We are quite sure that this theorem holds for Cherry Vector Fields 
whose singularities are only sinks and saddles, no matter how many they 
are, and we are working in order to prove this conjecture. 
We derive the above theorem from a result for monotone circle map- 
pings which are constant on an interval. 
Let S ’ = R/Z, and let d be the set of C Oc maps f: S ’ + S ‘ satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) f has no periodic orbits; 
(ii) there is an interval Z= [a, b] cS’, a< b, and a point CES’, 
such that f,, G c and f ‘(x) > 0 for all x E S’\Z; 
(iii) there are real numbers ~12 1, E > 0, 6 > 0, and C” diffeo- 
morphismscp-:(O,l)-,(a-~,a),cp+:(O,l)~(b,b+~),II/-:(c-6,c)-*R, 
$+:(c,c+6)+R such that ($-ofocp-)(t)= -t”and ($+ofoq+)(t)=t’. 
The interval Z is called the plateau ofJ: We denote Z,, = f -“(I), n E N. For 
an interval Jc S i, we indicate by IJJ the length of J. 
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The Poincart Transformation of a Cherry Vector Field satisfying the 
hypothesis of our main result, with respect o some transversal circle, is an 
element of d, as it was proved in [3]. Thus, our main rsult follows 
immediately from 
THEOREM A. If f E d then the set A(f) = S1 \( lJ,“=O int 1,) has 
Lebesgue measure zero. 
This theorem is a consequence of the following technical result. 
THEOREM B. Let f E d and let Z be the plateau of J: There exists an 
increasing sequence of positive integers (nrJkcN and a real number z > 0 such 
that IZr,I/(Rr* ( B z, for all r E (0, 1, . . . . nk} and for all k E N, where R: and 
R; are the connected components of S’ \(lJ$O int Z,) adjacent to I,. 
The way that Theorem B implies Theorem A in its own right, and 
will be stated as a proposition about closed subsets of the circle or, 
equivalently, of the interval [0, 11. 
Let Kc [0, l] be a closed set and let B,, B,, Bg, . . . be the connected 
components of [0, l]\K. We say that K satisfies condition C if 
(Ci) cl(B,) n cl(B,) = 0 whenever n #m; 
(Cii) there is an increasing sequence of positive integers (nk)kEN and 
a real number r > 0 such that IB,I/IRr* ) 2 r, for all r E { 1,2, . . . . nk} and 
for all kE N, where R: and R; are the connected components of 
[0, l]\(U,“r. 1 Bj) adjacent to B,; 
(Ciii) for each connected component R of [0, l]\(Uy= 1 Bj) there 
exists r > nk such that cl(B,) c int R. 
Now we can state the following 
PROPOSITION C. Zf K c [0, l] is a closed set satisfying Condition C, then 
K is a Cantor set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
From Theorem B and because circle mappings f E d are semiconjugate 
to irrational rotations, it follows that in this case A(f) satisfies the 
hypothesis of Proposition C, and then has Lebesgue measure zero. This 
proves Theorem A. 
The proofs of Theorem B and Proposition C will be done in Sections 2 
and 3 of this paper. In Section 1 we collect the prerequisites for those 
proofs. 
Some of W. de Melo’s ideas were very important in this work. We are 
grateful to him for these and for many stimulating discussions. We also 
acknowledge conversations on the subject with P. C. Moreira and A. A. 
Gaspar Ruas. 
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1. SOME PREREQUISITES 
In this section we state the arithmetical and the analytical tools for the 
proof of Theorem B. The proofs of the arithmetical results that we are 
going to state can be found in [2, 3,6, 71. 
An endomorphism (of S’)~E d is semiconjugate to an irrational rotation 
R,; that is, there is a continuous degree one endomorphism h: S’ -+ S1 
such that ho f = R,oh, where RB(x) = x + fi(mod . 1) and /?E [0, l]\Q is 
the rotation number off: Therefore, results about R, can be translated into 
results about f, via the semiconjugacy h. 
In S’=R/Z we define ~~x~~=min{~x+nl,n~Z},x~S’. 
Let pm/q,,, be the mth convergent of p E [0, l]\Q. The integers qm can be 
characterized inductively as follows: q0 = 1; q, + 1 = min(n E N, n > 1; 
IINII < llhJll>~ m > 0. 
Let /3, = Ilq,,,BII, m E N. There are integers a,, m E N, uniquely defined, 
such that qm+2=%,+2qm+l qmy and L=G+~P~+~ +Bm+2t for all 
m 2 0. Moreover, a, + 2 > 1, for all m 2 0. 
Let z(n) = R;(z), z E S’, II E Z. Then, we have 
(1.1) The points z(-q *+I), z(O), z(-qg,+zL z(q,+,), z(-4m+*+ 
4,+1) = 4-cL-(%+2-1)qm+l)~ z(2q,+1),...,z(-qm-(um+z-j) 
4m+~),z((~+1)4m+~),...,z(-qm-4m+I),z(~m+2q,+,),z(-q,) are in 
this order or in the opposite order, with respect o the positive orientation 
of s’. 
(1.2) The connected components of S’\(z(-ii), i=O, 1, . . . . qm+, - l} 
are the intervals (z(- qm+ 1 +4A 40)); (Z(O), 4-%?I)); M--s), z(-s-qm))~ 
s = 1, 2, . ..) 4m+l-4m-l; (z(-t),z(--++9,+1-4m)), f=qm+l-qm+ 
1 9m+1- > . . . . 1. Their lengths are p, + /?, + I and 8,. 
Let Ji c S’, i = 1, . . . . s, be intervals. We say that the intersection multi- 
plicity of {Ji, i== 1, . . . . s} is at most r, if each point in S’ belongs to at most 
r intervals of the collection {Jl, i= 1, . . . . s}. 
(1.3) If TcC’ is an interval and ITI <2p,, then {T, R,(T), . . . . 
R?+‘(T)} has intersection multiplicity at most two. 
Now we are going to state the analytic tool we need to prove 
Theorem B. The reference for this result is [4]. 
Macroscopic Koebe Principle MKP. Let f E d with plateau I. There are 
real numbers B, E (0, 1) and s0 E (0, 1) satisfying the following property. 
Given intervals M, Tc S’, cl(M) c int T, an integer n > 0, and E E (0, so], if 
(a) {T,f(T),...,f"-l(T)} h as intersection multiplicity at most two, 
(b) f'(M)nZ=@, for all i=l,2 ,..., n-l, 
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(c) lR’l/\M’l 2s and lL’l/lM’l >E, where M’=f”(M), R’=f”(R), 
L’ = f”(L), and R, L are the connected components of T\M, 
then lRl/lM\ ~B,,E and lLl/jMl ~Z$,E. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
This section is dedicated to proving Theorem B, and is the main part of 
this paper. 
Let J, Kc S’ be disjoint intervals. We indicate by [.Z, K] the smallest 
interval of S’ which contains .Zu K and by (J, K) the interval [J, K]\ 
(Ju K). Let R, = (Z, I,,). We start by proving that the numbers IZ,,l/lR,I 
are bounded away from zero, for inilinitely many values of m (Proposi- 
tion 2.1). This is done by using carefully the Macroscopic Koebe Principle 
(MKP). Hence, to conclude the proof of Theorem B, we make effective use 
of the distribution of the numbers n/3(mod. 1) in S I, for b E [0, 1 ]\Q, and 
again a careful use of the MKP. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf f E d, then there is a real number 6 > 0 and a 
sequence (m(k))k,N of positive integers such that 
m(k)-+ +co and ILce,l > 6 
IRqJ ’ ’ 
for all k E N. 
The proof of this proposition will be done by contradiction from 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 below. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f E d. Zf IZ,,l/lR,,,I -+ 0, then there is m, E N such that 
L+(i+lh+J 2 IL+km+ll’ for allj=O, 1, . . . . am+2-2, 
whenever m 3 mO. 
ProojI Let U,,, = (I, f"+'(Z)) and I”, = (fqm+'(Z), Zqm+jqm+,) for 
j= 0, 1, . . . . a m+2- 1 (see (1.1)). 
Claim I. Given E > 0, there is an integer mO> 0 such that I Vj,l/ 
I U,I c E, for all j = 0, 1, . . . . a,,,+ z - 1, whenever m > m,. 
In fact, let B, and Ed be the numbers given by the MKP, and suppose 
that O<E<E~. Take m,EN such that (Zqm+l(/lRm+ll cBO& and 
/11/l U,( > s, for all m > m,. 
Let T= [Zqm+,,Zqn+qm+,], M=R,+l, and let h be a semiconjugacy 
between f and the irrational rotation R,. Thus Ih( T)I = /?,,, + 1 + pm < 2/I,, 
and then the intersection multiplicity of {T, f(T), . . . . fqm+l- '( T)} is at most 
505/89/2-S 
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two (see (1.3)). Moreover, f’(M)nZ=@, for all i=O, 1, . . . . qm+, - 1 
(see (1.2)). 
Suppose by contradiction that there is m 2 m, such that 1 VLl/l U,I 2 E. 
Then, by the MKP applied to fqrn+’ and the intervals T, M, we get 
lZq,,,+,l/lR,+ ,I > Z&s, which contradicts the choice of m,. As V’, c Vll, for 
allj=O, 1, . . . . u~+~- 1 (see (l.l)), the proof of Claim I is finished. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 2.2, suppose by contradiction that 
for some Jo (0, 1, . . . . a,, z - 2}, for infinitely many values of m. 
Let T= Czqm+,? z4m+(j+lh7m+l ] and M= U,,, u {fYm+‘(Z)} u I’: ‘. It is 
easy to check that {T, f(T), . . . . fqm+ * - ‘(T)} h as intersection multiplicity at 
most two and that f’(M) n Z= 0 for all i= 0, 1, . . . . qm+ i - 1. Then, by the 
MKP applied to fqm+l and the intervals T, M, we have that 
Iz@n+(j+lh+ll >B min 
IU,( + IV~ll’ O’ i 
E Izh+j4m+ll 
O’ IVi,l 1 
=B lz~4m+j4m+~l 
O IV-Q . 
Here, the equality follows from Claim I. Hence, from (*) we obtain that 
IV’,I/(IU,I + IVi,+ll)>Bo, for some Jo (0, l,...,a,+,-2) and infinitely 
many values of m. This contradicts Claim I, and finishes the proof of 
Lemma 2.2. 
Let W,,, = (I,,, 4m+ ,, I,,). Thus we have 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f E d. Zf IZ,,l/lR,,,I + 0 then, given E >O, there exists 
m,>O such that lZq,l/l W,,,l <E, for all m am,. 
ProoJ: Let 
M, = (j-q”+‘-yz), Zqm) and L,= [f4mt2-~4m-~m+1(Z),f4m+2--4m(Z)]~ 
Then W,,, 2 M,,, and Z,_+ qm+, c L,. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, 
for all m > m,. 
Suppose by contradiction that ~Zq,,,~/~ W,,,l 2 a, for infinitely many values 
of m. Thus, lL,,,l/lM,I > E and lZ,,,,l/lM,l > E, for infinitely many values of 
m. Then, by the MKP applied to fqm+2--4m and the intervals 
T= CZ,,,,, Zq,+J, M= R,+z, we get IZq,,,+zl/lRm+zl 2Bo&, for infinitely 
many values of m, which is a contradiction. This finishes the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.1 
Suppose by contradiction that f Ed and lZ,J/lR,,,l +O. Let E, = 
(L+2 f 4m+‘(Z)). Then, by the MKP applied to fqm+’ and the intervals 
T= C*qm+,’ *I, M= Wm+l, and by Lemma 2.3, it follows that 
I-GI + IJqm+*l --$ o 
I%+21 . 
(1) 
Let V, = Vz+2-1 = (fqm+I(Z), Zqm+2~qm+,). We are going to prove that 
IV,l 
l&l+*1 + O. 
(4 
By Claim I we have that 
From (1) it follows that 
I&A + Vqm+J ~ o 
l~mI+ IVml 
because IU,I + IV,,,1 > lRm+2). From (2) and (3) we get 
lLl+lvml_,, 
lRm+,I 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
because 
IRn+A IEmI + l*q,,,+J IVml 
l=lw+lv,l+ I~,l+lV,l +Iu,l+Iv,l~ 
Now, (a) is a consequence of (2) and (4). 
Finally, we are going to use Lemma 2.2 to prove that (a) is false. This 
contradiction finishes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
It is obvious that lZqm+J < lZqml f or infinitely many values of m. Then, by 
Lemma 2.2, we have that 
ktf+2~ < kn+*-%+ll (b) 
for infinitely many values of m. 
Let T= [Z,,,,, Zqm+J and M= Rm+2. By the MKP applied to fqm+l and 
the intervals T, A4, we have that 
lL+*-%+ll 
IVml . 
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Here, the equality is because ~Z,J/~&,~ -+ 0. Therefore, from (b), we obtain 
that I KMRm+2 1 > B,, for infinitely many values of m; that is, (a) is false. 
Proof of Theorem B 
By Proposition 2.1, there is a real number 6 > 0 and positive integers 
m( 1) <m(2) < . ‘. < m(k) < m(k + 1) < . . . , such that lZqmck,l/lRmck,l > 6 for 
all k E N. Therefore, using the MKP for f qm(k)+l and the intervals 
T= Km(k)+l’ Ldk, fWm(k,+J’ M=R m(k)+l, 
we have 
lz%“(k,+ll >B 6 
IR I’ ” m(k) + 1 
(1) 
and then 
iz%“,ki+2i > B26 
IR m(k) + 2 (’ ” 
(2) 
Of course, we made the assumption that IZI/IU,,,,( 2 6 for all kEN. 
Let s(j) = s(j, k) = qm(k) + jq@)+ 1, for j= 0, 1, . . . . am(k)+ 2 - 1. It is clear 
that S(j) < qm(k) + 2. Thus, by the MKP applied to f”(j) and the intervals 
T= [zU, zdj)+4m(k)+~l~ M= w’;;j = (zsw ‘S(J)+q,,,(k)+,)’ 
we obtain from (1) that 
Let RkCkj+ r = (Z, Zq,,,Ckj+Z-4m,k,+,). We aregoing to prove that 
Ll~kW-lm,k,+ll > B3 
I&k,+ 11 ‘K@’ 
for all kEN. 
We will use the elementary fact 
(3) 
(4) 
a, b, c, d>O; 5. c>;1>0; a>c=> 
a 1 
b’ d’ b+c+d’2+L’ 
6) 
Let .fE {l, 2, . . . . am(k)+2 } be such that IZ,(jr,l < IZSCj,l, for all j= 
1, 2, . . . . a,,#) + 2. Recall that 
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Then, using (i) with a = Jls(j,)-qm(k)+, 1, b= IWi(k,l, C= IZ,(j,l, d= IW’$kfI if 
Y<~m~~~+~, and d= I~m~k~+21 ifj’=umckj+2, we get by (3) that 
IzU-qm(t)+*l Bfp 
I Wi(,,I + IZ,(j,I + 1 w$;I a m&T+ 
(5) 
Similarly, 
(6) 
If j’ = umck)+ *, then (4) follows easily from (5). 
Now, suppose that j’ < u,,,(~) +2. Thus, by the MKP applied to 
fkh(k)+2-j’h(k)+~ and the intervals T= CL,k,+ 2 + 9rn(k)f I ) L(k)+* - 4m(k)+ 11, 
M = Kn,,, + 1, we obtain (4) from (5) and (6). From (1.2) it follows that 
the connected components of S1\(uJ?z$+*-’ Zj) are the intervals RmckJ+ i, 
Rk, + 17 
Ds = us, zs+q,,k)+,)’ O<S<qm(k)+2-qm(k)+l, 
and 
D, = (I,, I,- 1 C4m(k)+2-4m(k)+Il ’ qm(k)+z-qm(k)+I<t<qm(k)+2. 
Using the MKP for f” and the intervals T= [Z,, Z,, qm,k,+,], M = D,, we 
obtain from (1) that 
II,I>B26 
IDsI’ ’ 
and lz~+9m,k,+ll > B.26 
IDsI ’ ’ ’ 
Using the MKP for f’prqm(k)+2-qm(k)+11 and the itervals T= 
cz,, It- ~qm,k~+2-qm~k1+,~17 M=D,, we get from (4) that 
lZ,l Bid 
ID,I%z@ 
and IIt- C%n,k)+2-4m,k,+111 Bp 
ID,1 “zip 
(8) 
Therefore, Theorem B follows from (l), (4), (7), and (8), taking nk = 
qm(k)+2 - 1, and t = B$5/(2 + B&5). 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION C 
To prove Proposition C we need the following elementary result com- 
paring lengths of intervals. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R = [a,, b,] c R and let a, < b, < . .. < a, < b, be a 
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partition of R. Let Ri = [ai, bj], i = 1, . . . . n; Di = [bi, ai+ 1], i = 1, . . . . n - 1. Zf 
JDi(/(Rjl at>0 and JDil/lRi+,j >z>O, for i= 1, . . . . n- 1, then 
Proof From the hypothesis, for each Jo { 1, . . . . n}, we get 
IRI = i IRi( +nfl IDi( > 
i= 1 i= I 
and then 
Adding these inequalities for j= 1, . . . . n, it follows that 
(j) 
n.IRlan.(l+z). i (R.1 - 
L, 0 $, I4 
and then 
because n 2 2. 
Proof of Proposition C 
We are going to prove that K is a Cantor set. Let B, = (a,, b,) and let 
R = Cc, d] be a connected component of K. Then we have 
(a) c = b, for some n * d# a, for all m; 
(b) d=a, for some m=sc#b, for 11 n. 
In fact, for c = d, (a) and (b) follow from (Ci). Now, suppose that cc d 
and suppose by contradiction that c = b, and d = a,. Then [c, d] is a 
connected component of Z\(UF= I B,) for nk 2 mix{ n, m}. Thus, by (Ciii), 
there is r > nk such that cl(B,) c (c, d), which is a contradiction. 
From (a) and (b) it follows easily that 
(c) d # a, for all m=> there is a subsequence (um,L of (a,), such that 
d= limi, o. a,; 
(d) c# b, for all na there is a subsequence (bJj of (b,), such that 
c=limj,, b “I . 
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Using (a), (b), (~1, and (d) above, we get that all points of K are 
accumulation points. 
Now we are going to use condition (Cii) to prove that K is totally 
disconnected. 
Suppose by contradiction that R = [c, d] is a connected component of K 
and c < d. We consider the case where d # a, for all n. The same arguments 
work for the other possibility. 
Take E E (0, t .I RI ). By the facts above, there are infinitely many integers 
s > 1 such that B, c (d, d + E). Let s1 be the minimum of such integers. Take 
nk >, sl, and consider the integer r > 1 defined by the condition 
a, = minia,: B, = (u,, b,) c (d, d + E), s < nk}. 
Thus, if Bj n (d, a,) # 0 then j > nk. Therefore, if R’ is the connected compo- 
nent of Z\(& 1 Bj) such that R’n R,= (a,}, then R’3 R. From this we 
get 
I&l IB,I c<~ 
lR’I<E<IRI ’ 
which contradicts (Cii), finishing the proof that K is a Cantor set. 
Finally we are going to use Lemma 3.1 to prove that K has Lebesgue 
measure zero. It is easy to check that we can change condition (Ciii) 
without loss of generality by the following condition 
(Ciii’) if R is a connected component of Z\(UF= 1 Bj), then there 
exists an integer r such that nk < r < nk + i and cl(B,) c int R. 
Let %(k) be the covering of K by the connected components of 
Z\(Uy=l B,), and let rk be the sum of the lengths of such intervals. We are 
going to compare the numbers rk and zk + i. 
By (Ciii’), from each interval R in Q(k) there arise nR 2 2 intervals 
Rf, j= 1, . . . . nR, of %(k + 1). Condition (Cii) allows us to use Lemma 3.1 
to get xy:i IR,Fl < (2/(2+r)). )R). Then, zk+i <(2/(2+r))-z,. For this 
we get easily that the Lebesgue measure of K is zero, and Proposition C is 
proved. 
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